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CONVEXITY PROPERTIES OF GRADIENT MAPS
PETER HEINZNER AND PATRICK SCHU¨TZDELLER
Abstract. We consider the action of a real reductive group G on a
Ka¨hler manifold Z which is the restriction of a holomorphic action of
the complexified group GC. We assume that the induced action of a
compatible maximal compact subgroup U of GC on Z is Hamiltonian.
We have an associated gradient map µp : Z → p where g = k ⊕ p is the
Cartan decomposition of g. For a G-stable subset Y of Z we consider
convexity properties of the intersection of µp(Y ) with a closed Weyl
chamber in a maximal abelian subspace a of p. Our main result is
a Convexity Theorem for real semi-algebraic subsets Y of Z = P(V )
where V is a unitary representation of U .
1. Introduction
Let U be a compact Lie group and UC its complexification. Then the map
map U×iu→ UC, (u, ξ) 7→ u exp ξ is a diffeomorphism. A closed subgroupG
of UC with Lie algebra g is said to be compatible if the restriction K×p→ G
is a diffeomorphism whereK = G∩U and p = iu∩g. In the rest of this paper
we fix a compatible G a compact complex manifold Z and a holomorphic
action UC×Z → Z. We also assume that there is a U -invariant Ka¨hler form
ω and a U -equivariant momentum map µ : Z → u∗. We fix a U -invariant
inner product 〈, 〉 on u ∼= iu and view µ as a map from Z into iu. Since
p ⊂ iu the composition of µ with the orthogonal projection of iu onto p
defines a K-equivariant map µp : Z → p which we call the G-gradient map.
Then we have grad µξp = ξZ for ξ ∈ p where grad is computed with respect
to the Riemannian structure given by ω, µξp := 〈µp, ξ〉 and ξZ is the vector
field induced by the action. For a maximal dimensional Lie subalgebra a
of g which is contained in p and a G-stable subset Y of Z we have the set
A(Y ) := µp(Y ) ∩ a. In section 5 we prove the following
Theorem. If Y is closed, then A(Y ) is a finite union of convex polytopes.
Each of the polytopes is the convex hull of µp-images of A fixed points in Y
where A = exp a.
Let a+ be a positive Weyl chamber of a and set A(Y )+ := A(Y ) ∩ a+.
The main result of this paper is the following
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Convexity Theorem. Let Z = P(V ) be the complex projective space of
a unitary representation of U and ω the induced Ka¨hler structure on P(V )
with standard momentum map. Let Y be a closed real semi-algebraic subset
of Z whose real algebraic Zariski closure is irreducible. Then A(Y )+ is a
convex polytope.
Corollary. Let Z = UC/Q be a complex flag manifold endowed with a
U -invariant Ka¨hler structure and G a real form of UC. Then A(G · x)+ is
a convex polytope for any x ∈ Z.
All of the above are well known if G is a complex subgroup of UC and Y
is an irreducible complex analytic subset of Z. In this entirely holomorphic
setup the Convexity Theorem holds for any compact Ka¨hler manifold Z (see
e.g. [GS05] for more on the history of the subject). On the other hand very
little is known for a non complex group G and general Z. In this generality
convexity of A(Y )+ is known only in very special cases. See e. g. [Ko73] and
[OS00]
2. Basic properties of the gradient map
As before we assume that UC acts holomorphically on a compact Ka¨hler
manifold Z and that the Ka¨hler form ω is U -invariant. It is also assumed that
there is a U -equivariant momentum map µ and we denote the associated G-
gradient map by µp. For the convenience of the reader we recall here several
known basic facts which will be needed later.
For a subspace m of g and z ∈ Z let m · z := {ξZ(z) | ξ ∈ m}. The
following elementary fact is shown in [HSch07].
Lemma 2.1. We have ker dµp(z) = (p · z)
⊥ for all z ∈ Z.
Let G = K exp p be a compatible closed subgroup of UC. For β ∈ p we set
Mp(β) := µ
−1
p (β) ⊂ Z and Mp := Mp(0). For z ∈ Mp the isotropy group
Gz = Kz exp pz is a compatible subgroup of U
C ([HSch07, 5.5]). Since the
Gz-representation on Tz(Z) is completely reducible ([HSch07, 14.9]), there
is a Gz-stable decomposition Tz(Z) = g · z ⊕ W . We have the following
general Slice Theorem ([HSch07, 14.10, 14.21]):
Theorem 2.2 (Slice Theorem). Let z ∈ Mp. Then there exists a Gz-stable
open neighborhood S of 0 ∈ W , a G-stable open neighborhood Ω of z ∈ Z
and a G-equivariant diffeomorphism Ψ: G ×Gz S → Ω where Ψ([e, 0]) = z
and G×Gz S denotes the G-bundle associated with the principal bundle G→
G/Gz.
Actually, we have a Slice Theorem at every z ∈ Z. Set β := µp(z) and
let Gβ = {g ∈ G : Ad g · β = β} denote the centralizer of β. Then we have
a slice for the action of Gβ, as follows.
The centralizer Gβ is a compatible subgroup of UC with Cartan decompo-
sition Gβ = Kβ exp(pβ) where Kβ = K∩Gβ and pβ = {ξ ∈ p : ad(ξ)β = 0}.
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The group Gβ is also compatible with the Cartan decomposition of the cen-
tralizer (UC)β = (Uβ)C and β is fixed by the action of Uβ on uβ. This implies
that the uβ-component of µ defines a Uβ-equivariant shifted momentum map
µ̂uβ : Z → u
β, µ̂uβ (z) = µuβ(z)−β. The associated G
β-gradient map is given
by µ̂pβ : Z → p
β , µ̂pβ(z) = µpβ(z) − β. This shows that the Slice Theorem
applies to the action of Gβ at every point z ∈ (µ̂pβ)
−1(0) =Mpβ (β). In par-
ticular, if G is commutative, then we have a Slice Theorem for G at every
point of Z.
3. Orbit-type stratification
Let Y be a closed G-stable subset of Z. Our initial goal is to show
that A(Y ) = µp(Y ) ∩ a is a finite union of convex polytopes. The proof is
completed in section 5. It depends on the orbit type stratification of Z with
respect to compatible commutative subgroups of G which we explain now.
Let b be a Lie subalgebra of g which is contained in p. Note that B = exp b
is compatible with the Cartan decomposition of UC and that exp: b → B
is an isomorphism of commutative Lie groups. Let ZB denote the set of
B-fixed points in Z. Since B = exp b we have ZB = Zb = {x ∈ Z : ξZ(x) =
0 for all ξ ∈ b}. Further let µb : Z → b the composition of µ with the
orthogonal projection of iu onto b.
Lemma 3.1. For B = exp b we have
(1) the set ZB of B-fixed points is a smooth complex submanifold of Z
and
(2) the B-gradient map µb|ZB : Z
B → b is locally constant.
Proof. Since B acts on Z by holomorphic transformations the set ZB is
a complex subspace of Z. The isotropy representation defines a linear B-
action on Tx(Z). By the Slice Theorem a B-stable open neighborhood of x is
B-equivariantly diffeomorphic to an open neighborhood of 0 in Tx(Z). Since
the set of fixed points of a linear action is a linear subspace the set ZB is
smooth. This shows (1). The second assertion follows from Lemma 2.1. 
For a connected subgroup B of A = exp(a) let Z(B) := {z ∈ Z : Az = B}.
The group B is compatible and we have Z(B) = Z(b) := {z ∈ Z : az = b}.
A connected component S of Z(B) is called an A-stratum of type A/B or
alternatively an a-stratum of type a/b.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be an a-stratum of type a/b, q ∈ µa(S) and a(S) :=
q + b⊥. Then we have:
(1) S is open in ZB.
(2) µa(S) is an open subset of a(S).
(3) µa : S → a(S) is a submersion.
Proof. Any x ∈ Z(B) has an open A-stable neighborhood Ω which is A-
equivariantly diffeomorphic to an A-stable neighborhood of [e, 0] in A×BW
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whereW is a B-representation space and e is the neutral element in A (Slice
Theorem). The A-stratum in A ×B W of type A/B is given by A ×B WB
and coincides with the set of B-fixed points in A ×B W . This shows that
Z(B) is open in ZB. In particular S is open in ZB and we have (1).
With respect to the orthogonal decomposition a = b ⊕ b⊥ we have q =
qb+ qb⊥ ∈ µa(S) and µa = µb⊕µb⊥ . We may also replace Z by Z
B and UC
by the analytic Zariski closure of A in UC without changing our assumptions.
With this in mind we have ker dµa(x) = (a · x)
⊥ for all x ∈ Z = ZB. This
implies that dµb⊥(x) : Tx(Z
(B)) → b⊥ is a bijection for all x ∈ Z(B). Since
µb : Z
B → b is locally constant on ZB this shows (3) and also (2). 
Let Ac be the analytic Zariski closure of A in UC and ac its Lie algebra.
The group Ac is a complex reductive compatible subgroup of UC with maxi-
mal compact subgroup T = Ac∩U . We have Ac = T exp(it) where t denotes
the Lie algebra of T . In the following S denotes the topological closure of
a subset S of Z in Z. The same notation is used for a subset of a or more
generally for subsets of a given topological space.
Lemma 3.3. Let S be an a-stratum of type a/b in Z. Then
(1) S is an Ac-stable locally closed complex submanifold of Z
(2) µa(S) = µa(S) is a convex polytope.
(3) every y in S which is mapped by µa onto a vertex of µa(S) is an
A-fixed point.
Proof. Since Ac is connected and Ag·y = (A
c)g·y ∩A = (A
c)y ∩A = Ay holds
for all g ∈ Ac and y ∈ Z we have (1).
Note that any A-stratum S is an Ac-stable Ka¨hlerian submanifold of
Z. Let µt : Z → t
∗ denote the momentum map on Z given by restricting
µ : Z → u∗ to t. In [HH96] it is shown that µt(S) is a convex polytope in
t∗. Equivalently µit(S) = µit(S) is a convex polytope, where µit : Z → it is
the Ac-gradient map given by µ. Since µa is the composition of µit and the
orthogonal projection of it onto a this shows that µa(S) is a convex polytope
in a. Finally it is shown in [HSSt07] that every y ∈ S whose image is a vertex
of µa(S) has to be an A-fixed point. 
For the following Lemma we recall that we assume the G-action and
therefore also the A-action on Z to be effective.
Lemma 3.4. (1) There are only finitely many A-strata.
(2) The A-stable subset of Z where A acts freely is the unique open A-
stratum is given by S0 = {z ∈ Z : az = {0}} and is open and dense
in Z.
(3) Z is the disjoint union of A-strata.
(4) The boundary S \ S of an A-stratum is a finite union of A-strata S˜
such that dim S˜ < dimS holds.
Proof. This follows from compactness of Z and the Slice Theorem. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let S 6= S0 be an a-stratum of type a/b and y ∈ S. Then
there are a-strata Sj of type a/aj , j = 1, . . . , r such that y ∈ Sj, dim aj = 1
and b = a1 + · · ·+ ar hold.
Proof. We fix a point y ∈ S and apply the Slice Theorem to the A-action on
Z at y. This means that we find an A-stable open neighborhood Ω of y, a
B := Ay subrepresentation W of the isotropy representation Ty(Z), an open
B-stable neighborhood ΩW of 0 ∈ W and an A-equivariant diffeomorphism
Ψ: A ×B ΩW → Ω such that Ψ([e, 0]) = y. Since the A-action on Z is
assumed to be effective and since it is real analytic the B-action on W
is effective. We view A ×B ΩW as an open subset of A ×
B W and note
that a b-stratum S(W ) in W of type b/c determines uniquely the a-stratum
A×B S(W ) ⊂ A ×B W of type a/c. This implies that we may restrict our
attention to the b representation W .
The image of B in GL(W ) is real diagonalizable since B acts on Tx(Z)
by selfadjoint operators ([HSch07]). Let W = Wχ0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wχr be the
isotypical decomposition of W where for any linear function χ : b → R we
set Wχ = {w ∈ W : ξ · w = χ(ξ)w for all ξ ∈ b} and χ0 denotes the zero
map. We have Wχ0 = W
b. The open b-stratum in W is of type b and
contains W b× (Wχ1 \ {0}) × · · · × (Wχr \ {0}). Then
a) Any b-stratum has 0 in its closure and
b) if 0 does not lie in the open b-stratum, than there are b-strata Sj(W )
of type b/cj , j = 1, . . . , l such that dim cj = 1 and b = c1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cl.
This follows from the fact that the B-representation W is diagonalizable.
Since the B-action on W is effective the open b-stratum of W is of type
b. 
4. Decomposition of the gradient map image
As in the previous section let a be a linear subspace of p which is a
subalgebra of g and A = exp a the corresponding commutative compatible
subgroup of G. Let S be an a-stratum of type a/b. We set σ := µa(S) and
let a(S) := a(σ) be the unique affine subspace of a which contains σ as an
open subset (Lemma 3.3). We have a(S) = a(σ) = q+ b⊥ for any q ∈ µa(S)
where a = b⊕b⊥. Since b only depends on a(σ) we will also use the notation
aσ = b. Formulated in more geometric terms aσ is the linear subspaces of
a which is perpendicular to the affine linear space a(σ) and coincides with
the isotropy Lie algebra of any point z ∈ S.
Let Σ := {a(σ) : S is an A-stratum and σ = µa(S)} denote the set of all
affine subspaces of a obtained in this way. For the open A-stratum S0 we
have a = a(σ0) and σ0 is the interior of P := µa(Z). Let Σ1 := {σ ∈ Σ :
codimaa(σ) = 1} and P0 := P \
⋃
σ∈Σ1
P ∩ a(σ).
Lemma 4.1. The set P0 is open in a.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that every face F of P = µa(Z) of codimension
one is contained in a(σ) for some σ ∈ Σ1.
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The image µa(S) = σ of any a-stratum is open in a(σ). If we apply this
to the open stratum S0 we see that for any face F 6= P of P this implies
that S0 ∩ µ
−1
a (F ) = ∅. Since we have only finitely many a-strata this shows
for a face F with codimaF = 1 that there is an a-stratum SF with σF ∈ Σ1
and that σF is open in F . We have F ⊂ a(σF ) and therefore P \
⋃
σF
a(σF )
is open in a where the union is over all faces of P which are of codimension
one. This implies that P0 is open in a. 
As in the previous section let S0 denote the unique open a-stratum in Z.
Lemma 4.2. We have µ−1a (P0) ⊂ S0 or equivalently ay = {0} for all y ∈
µ−1a (P0).
Proof. Assume that there is a y ∈ µ−1a (P0) such that ay 6= 0. Let S˜ be the
a-stratum which contains y. Since S˜ is not the open a-stratum there is an
a-stratum S of type a/a1 where dim a1 = dim a − 1 such that S˜ ⊂ S. This
shows that µa(y) ∈ σ ⊂ a(σ) for σ = µa(S). Since σ ∈ Σ1 this contradicts
the definition of P0. 
Let C(P0) denote the set of connected components of P0. For γ ∈ C(P0)
let P (γ) be the closure of the connected component γ. The set P (γ) is a
convex polytope with non-empty interior inta(P (γ)) in a. Let F(P0) := {F :
F is a face of P (γ) where γ ∈ C(P0)} be the set of faces which are deter-
mined by P0. We have P0 =
⋃
γ∈C(P0)
inta(P (γ)) and P =
⋃
γ∈C(P0)
P (γ).
More importantly every face F ∈ F(P0) of codimension one is given by
P (γ) ∩ a(σ) for some σ ∈ Σ1 and γ ∈ C(P0).
For a convex polytope F in a we introduce the following notation. The
affine span of F is denoted by a(F ) and int(F ) = inta(F )(F ) denotes the
interior of F as a subspace of a(F ). The linear subspace of a which is
perpendicular to a(F ) is denoted by aF . The dimension of F is denoted by
dimF as is by definition the dimension of a(F ). Similarly codimF means
the codimension of a(F ) as a subspace of a and coincides with the dimension
of aF .
For γ ∈ C(P0) let Σ1(γ) denote the set of codimension one faces of P (γ).
Proposition 4.3. Let γ ∈ C(P0) and let F be a face of P (γ) of codimension
k. Then there are σ1, . . . , σk ∈ Σ1(γ) such that
(1) F = P (γ) ∩ a(σ1) ∩ · · · ∩ a(σk) and
(2) ay ⊂ aF = aσ1 + · · · + aσk for all q ∈ int(F ) and y ∈ µ
−1
a (q).
Proof. Property (1) follows from the definition of P (γ).
Let q ∈ int(F ) and y ∈ µ−1a (q). Since σ1, . . . , σk ∈ Σ1(γ) we have a(F ) =
a(σ1) ∩ · · · ∩ a(σk). We have to show that ay ⊂ aσ1 + · · · + aσk . Since
q ∈ int(F ) we have
∑
σ∈Σ1,q∈a(σ)
aσ = aσ1 + · · · + aσk . The Slice Theorem
implies that ay =
∑
σ˜∈Σ˜ aσ˜ for some subset Σ˜ ⊂ Σ1 (Lemma 3.5). This gives
ay ⊂ aσ1 + · · · + aσk . 
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By the construction of the polytopes P (γ) the set F(P0) is closed under
intersection and we have the following
Remark 4.4. Let D be the finite union of elements in F(P0). Then the set
of all points ξ ∈ D such that D is non convex in any neighborhood of ξ is
again a finite union of elements in F(P0).
5. Semistable points and convexity
In this section we show that convexity of A(Y )+ is closely related to the
behavior of semistable points after shifting.
Let β be a point in p. The U -orbit U · β ⊂ iu can be identified with the
coadjoint orbit U · iβ ⊂ u and is a complex flag manifold O := UC/Q, where
Q := {g ∈ UC | limt→−∞ exp(tβ) · g · exp(−tβ) exists in U
C}. In particular,
this induces a Ka¨hler structure and a holomorphic UC-action on U · β. We
denote this action by (g, x) 7→ g •x. The G-gradient map on UC •β is then
just given by the projection of O = U · β ⊂ iu onto p.
Proposition 5.1. ([HSt05]) For β ∈ p we have G •β = K · β in O.
The G-gradient map µp,β : Z×U
C
•β → p, (z, ξ) 7→ µp(z)−πp(ξ) is called
the shifting of µp with respect to β where πp : iu→ p denotes the orthogonal
projection. In particular, β is contained in the image of µp : Z → p if and
only if 0 is contained in the image of µp,β : Z × U
C
•β → p. The set of
semistable points in Y × G • β ⊂ Y × UC •β with respect to the value α is
by definition the set
SG(Mp,α)(Y ×G • β) := {(y, ξ) ∈ Y ×G • β | G • (y, ξ) ∩ (µp,β)
−1(α) 6= ∅}
for any α ∈ a. For α = 0 we set SG(Mp,0)(Y ×G • β) = SG(Mp)(Y ×G • β).
With this notation we have the following.
Theorem 5.2. Let Y be a closed G-stable subset of Z such that the inter-
section
SG(Mp,α1)(Y ×G • β) ∩ SG(Mp,α2)(Y ×G • β)
is nonempty for any αj ∈ A+(Y ) and β ∈ a with SG(Mp,αj )(Y ×G •β) 6= ∅.
Then A+(Y ) is a convex polytope.
For the proof of the theorem we need some preparation.
Lemma 5.3. Let a+ be a closed Weyl-chamber in a and q, p ∈ a+. Then
‖k · q − p‖2 ≥ ‖q − p‖2
holds for all k ∈ K.
Proof. Since the inner product on p is K-invariant we have
‖k · q − p‖2 − ‖q − p‖2 = −2 · < k · q − q, p > .
We have < k · q, p >=< πa(k · q), p > where πa is the orthogonal projection
of p onto a. But πa(k · q) is contained in the convex hull of the orbit of the
Weyl group W = NK(a)/ZK(a) through q ([Ko73]) and therefore it suffices
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to prove the inequality < w · q − q, p >≤ 0 for all w ∈ W . Let α ∈ Σ+
and σα be the corresponding simple reflection. Then we have < q, α >≥ 0
and therefore < q,−α >=< q, σα · α >=< σα · q, α >≤ 0 which implies
σα ·q−q = −λα for some positive number λ. Since every Weyl group element
can be written as a product of these simple reflections w · q− q is a negative
linear combination of positive roots which shows < w · q − q, p >≤ 0 for all
w ∈W . 
Remark 5.4. (1) If one reads through our paper in the case that G = A,
then one obtains a proof of the result we needed from Kostant’s paper
[Ko73]. Thus our results are independent of [Ko73].
(2) Kostant’s fundamental paper was the first paper containing convexity
results in the spirit presented here.
Proposition 5.5. Let p0 ∈ a and assume that q0 ∈ A(Y ) := µp(Y ) ∩ a is a
minimum of the function ψp0 : A(Y )→ R, q 7→ ‖q − p0‖. Then
(µp|Y )
−1(q0) ⊂ Y
ξ := {y ∈ Y | ξZ(y) = 0}
for ξ := q0 − p0.
Proof. We claim that q0 is also a minimum of the function ψ˜p0 : µp(Y )→ R,
q 7→‖q−p0‖. Let a+ be a Weyl chamber such that p0 ∈ a+. Since µp(Y ) isK-
stable we have µp(Y ) = K ·A(Y ) = K ·(A(Y )∩a+). Let q˜ ∈ µp(Y ) and k ∈ K
such that q˜ = k ·q where q ∈ a+. This implies ‖q˜−p0‖ ≥ ‖q−p0‖≥ ‖q0−p0‖
(Lemma 5.3).
Let y ∈ (µp|Y )
−1(q0) and ξ = q0 − p0. Then y is a critical point of
the function η : G · y → R, g · y 7→ 12‖µp(g · y) − q0‖
2. Now 0 = dη(y) =
〈dµp(y), µp(y)− p0〉 = dµ
ξ(y) implies ξZ(y) = 0. 
Proposition 5.6. We have A(Y ) ∩ F = F for all faces F ∈ F(P0) such
that int(F ) ∩A(Y ) 6= ∅.
We will prove the proposition recursively by arguing by dimension of the
faces of F(P0) and starting with those faces which are of maximal dimension.
In order to carry this out we note the following
Lemma 5.7. Let F ∗ ∈ F(P0). Then F
∗ ∩ A(Y ) = F ∗ implies that F ∩
A(Y ) = F for all F ∈ F(P0) which are contained in F
∗. 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Let F be an arbitrary face such that inta(F )(F ) ∩
A(Y ) 6= ∅. By the above indicated induction we may assume that our
Proposition holds for all faces F ∗ ∈ F(P0) with dimF
∗ > dimF . Lemma 5.7
implies that we additionally may assume that int(F ∗) ∩ A(Y ) = ∅ for all
faces F ∗ which properly contain our given face F . The advantage of this
assumption is that for any q1 ∈ int(F ) ∩ A(Y ) we can find a r > 0 such
that A(Y ) ∩∆r(q1) = int(F ) ∩ A(Y ) ∩∆r(q1) holds. For any p1 ∈ ∆ r
2
(q1)
such that ξ1 := p1 − q1 ∈ aF is perpendicular to our face F we obtain
‖p1 − q1‖ ≤ ‖p1 − q‖ for all q ∈ ∆r(q1) ∩ A(Y ). Proposition 5.5 shows that
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(ξ1)Z(y) = 0 for all such ξ1 and y ∈ µ
−1
a (q1). Since q1 ∈ int(F ) ∩ A(Y )
was arbitrary this shows aF ⊂ ay for all y ∈ µ
−1
a (int(F ) ∩ A(Y )). Now
Proposition 4.3 implies ay = aF for all y ∈ µ
−1
a (int(F ) ∩A(Y )).
We will now argue that ay = aF together with the assumption that
int(F ) ∩A(Y ) 6= ∅ and F ∩A(Y ) 6= F leads to a contradiction.
Assume that there is a q1 ∈ bdint(F )(int(F )∩A(Y )) := (int(F ) ∩A(Y )) \
inta(F )(F ∩A(Y )) and let r > 0 such that ∆r(q1)∩F ⊂ int(F ) and ∆r(q1)∩
A(Y ) = F ∩∆r(q1)∩A(Y ) hold. Here we use the assumption that int(F
∗)∩
A(Y ) = ∅ for all faces F ∗ which properly contain F . Then there is a p0 ∈
∆ r
2
(q1)∩F with p0 6∈ A(Y ) and therefore a q0 ∈ A(Y )∩∆r(q1) with satisfies
‖p0−q0‖ ≤‖p0−q‖ for all q ∈ A(Y )∩ int(F )∩∆r(q1). Since A(Y )∩ int(F )∩
∆r(q1) = A(Y )∩∆r(q1) we may apply Proposition 5.5. This gives ξZ(y) = 0
where ξ = p0 − q0 and y ∈ µ
−1
a (q0). Since ξ 6= 0 and ξ 6∈ aY this contradicts
aF = ay. 
Corollary 5.8. The set A(Y ) is a union of faces F ∈ F(P0) and is therefore
a finite union of convex polytopes each of it the convex hull of images of fixed
points of T in Y . 
For the proof of Theorem 5.2 we also need the the fact that a subset D of
an Euclidian vector space which is a finite union of convex polytopes and is
not convex has the property that for any sufficiently small r > 0 there exists
a point β ∈ a such that the closed ball of radius r and center β meets D in
precisely two points α1 and α2. This geometric input has also been used in
Kirwan‘s proof of her convexity result ([Kir84b]).
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The set A+(Y ) is a finite union of convex polytopes
(Corollary 5.8). Assume that A+(Y ) is not convex. Then there exist r > 0
and β ∈ a such that the closed ball of radius r and center β meets A+(Y ) in
precisely two points α1 and α2 which are on the boundary of this ball. Now
if for α ∈ a the value ‖α‖ is critical for the function ‖µp,β‖
2 : Z ×G • β → R
then there is an associated pre-stratum Sα = {w ∈ Z × G • β : ‖α‖ =
min{‖µp,β(g · w)‖ : g ∈ G}} for the G-action on Z × G • β in the sense of
[HSSt07]. The values ‖αj‖ are critical points of ‖µp,β‖
2 : Z × G • β → R
and define two non empty G-pre-strata for the G-action on Z × G • β. We
have Sαj ∩ Y = SG(Mp,αj)(Y × G •β). Since α1 6= α2 and αj ∈ a+ these
pre-strata are disjoint. Consequently we have
SG(Mp,α1)(Y ×G • β) ∩ SG(Mp,α2)(Y ×G • β) = ∅ .
This contradicts the assumption of Theorem 5.2. 
Remark 5.9. In the case where G = UC and Y is an irreducible UC-
stable complex subspace of Z the set Y × UC •β is a Ka¨hlerian space and
the pre-strata in the above proof are locally closed complex subspaces of
Y × UC • β. This implies that there is a unique open UC-stratum which
is dense in Z ×UC •β. The above proof then gives Kirwan’s convexity theo-
rem for actions of complex reductive groups on compact UC-stable irreducible
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complex subspaces of Ka¨hler manifolds. This is a rather special case of the
more general convexity result in [HH96].
6. The projective case
We fix now a finite dimensional unitary representation space V of the
compact group U and consider Z = P(V ). The action of U on V extends
to a holomorphic linear action of UC and induces an algebraic UC-action on
the associated complex projective space P(V ). There are G-gradient maps
µp,V : V → p, µ
ξ
p,V (v) = 〈ξv, v〉 on V with respect to the Ka¨hler structure
induced by the unitary one on V and a G-gradient map µp,P(V ) : P(V ) →
p, µξ
p,P(V )([v]) =
〈ξv,v〉
‖v‖2 on P(V ) with respect to the induced Fubini-Study
Ka¨hlerian structure on P(V ). Here we denote the fixed positive Hermitian
structure on V by 〈 , 〉 and [v] ∈ P(V ) denotes the line through v ∈ V \{0}.
Note that the Fubini-Study form on P(V ) is given by symplectic reduction
and is up to a positive constant the unique Ka¨hler form on P(V ) which
is invariant with respect to the natural action of the special unitary group
SU(V ).
In order to simplicity the notation we set µp := µp,P(V ). We view P(V ) as
a real algebraic variety and fix a G-stable closed real semialgebraic subset
Y of P(V ). We say that Y is irreducible if the real Zariski closure of Y in
P(V ) is a real irreducible subvariety. Our main result is
Theorem 6.1. The set A+(Y ) := µp(Y ) ∩ a+ is a convex polytope.
We have the following consequences which are shown below.
Corollary 6.2. Let Z = UC/Q be a complex flag manifold with G-gradient
map µp : Z → p. Then the sets A+(Z) and A+(G · x) are convex polytopes.
Using this fact we also have
Corollary 6.3. Let Z = UC/Q be a complex flag manifold and assume
that G is a real form of UC which is given as the set of fixed points of an
anti-holomorphic involution commuting with the given Cartan involution on
UC. Let ξ ∈ A+(Z) be the unique closest point to the origin. The set of
semistable points SG(Mp,ξ)(Z) := {z ∈ Z | G · z ∩ µ
−1
p (ξ) 6= ∅} coincides
with the union of all open G-orbits in Z. Moreover, the closed KC-orbits
have the same image under the G-gradient map µp.
To prove Theorem 6.1 we use the same strategy as in the proof of The-
orem 5.2. For this we need the notion of quasi-rational points in a. Let h
be a maximal abelian subalgebra of the centralizer zk(a). Then su := h⊕ ia
is maximal torus in u. We call a point α ∈ a ≃ ia quasi-integral if α is the
projection of an integral element α′ in the compact torus su = h ⊕ ia onto
ia. We denote this projection by πia. A point β ∈ ia is called quasi-rational
if it is a rational multiple of an quasi-integral element α ∈ a. The following
lemma allows us to make a reduction to quasi-rational points.
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Lemma 6.4. The set A(Y )+ is a finite union of quasi-rational polytopes,
i. e. the polytopes are convex hulls of finitely many quasi-rational points. In
particular, the quasi-rational points are dense in A(Y )+.
Proof. Corollary 5.8 says that A(Y )+ is the intersection of a positive Weyl
chamber with a finite union of convex polytopes which are given by the
convex hull of images of sets of A-fixed points in Y . If [v] ∈ Y A. Then v is
contained in a weight space Vχ := {v ∈ V | ξ · v = χ(ξ) · v ∀ ξ ∈ a} of the
a-representation V . Here χ : a → R is a linear function with χ = iϕ∗|ia for
some character ϕ : SU → S
1. Here SU denotes the maximal torus of U with
Lie algebra su and S
1 is the maximal compact subgroup of C∗. For every
ξ ∈ a we therefore have µa([v])(ξ) = χ(ξ). So µa([v]) is an quasi-integral
element in a in the sense of the appendix. Consequently A(Y )+ is a finite
union of quasi-rational convex polytopes. 
Any semialgebraic set Y has a finite semialgebraic stratification, i. e. Y
can be decomposed into real analytic locally closed semialgebraic submani-
folds Ai such that for Ai ∩ Aj 6= ∅ we have Aj ⊂ Ai and dimAj < dimAi.
We choose one decomposition, define Yˆ to be the union of the maximal di-
mensional strata and set dimY := dim Yˆ . If Y is a real algebraic set this
gives the Krull dimension of Y . In general we have dimY = dim cl(Y ) where
cl(Y ) denotes the real Zariski closure of Y . For detailed proofs see e. g. [BR]
or [C00].
Let Y be a closed G-stable irreducible semialgebraic subset of P(V ). The
technical part of the proof of Theorem 6.1 is the following
Proposition 6.5. Let α ∈ a+ and β ∈ a such that
SG(Mp,α)(Y ×G • β)
is non empty. Further assume that β is quasi-rational. Then
SG(Mp,α)(Y ×G • β) ∩ (Yˆ ×G • β)
is open and dense in Yˆ ×G • β.
Actually the assumption that β is quasi-rational is not necessary but
simplifies the proof.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Assume A+(Y ) is non convex. As in the proof of
Theorem 5.2 we get points α1, α2 ∈ a+ and β ∈ a such that
SG(Mp,α1)(Y ×G • β) ∩ SG(Mp,α2)(Y ×G • β) = ∅ .
Using Lemma 6.4 and Remark 4.4 one can choose the point β to be quasi-
rational. See [Kir84b] for the explicit construction. But this contradicts
Proposition 6.5 and shows the assertion.

Proof of Proposition 6.5. Since β is quasi-rational, there exists an integral
element δ′ ⊂ su such that β =
i
n
· πia(δ
′) for some n ∈ N. Therefore we
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have a G-equivariant diffeomorphism ϕ : Y × G • β′ → Y ′ × G • δ′ given by
multiplication with n in the second component. Here β′ = 1
n
· δ′ and Y ′ = Y
but seen as a subset of P(V ) endowed with the Fubini Study form multiplied
with n. In particular, we have
Mp,α(Y ×G • β) =Mp,α(Y ×G • β
′) = ϕ−1(Mp,n·α(Y
′ ×G • δ)).
Since ϕ is G-equivariant, we get the analog equation for the sets of semistable
points. Since Y ′×G • δ′ is a closed G-stable irreducible semialgebraic set of
some projective space it suffices to prove the proposition for β = 0.
So let α ∈ a+ such thatMp,α(Y ) is non empty. Then there exists a point
y ∈ Y such that µp(y) = α. Since the quasi-rational points are dense in
A+(Y ) there exists a sequence (yn)n∈N such that µp(yn) =: αn are quasi-
rational and limn→∞ αn = α. In particular Mp,αn(Y ) is non empty.
Let assume that the open set SG(Mp,α)(Y ) ∩ Yˆ is not dense in Yˆ . Then
there exists a G-stable open subset U in the complement and an r > 0 such
the ‖µp(y
′)− α‖2 ≥ r for all y′ ∈ U . Moreover, there exists an N ∈ N such
that for all n ≥ N we have ‖µp(y
′)−αn‖
2 ≥ r2 for all y
′ in the G-stable subset
U . Therefore, for n ≥ N , the set SG(Mp,αn)(Y ) ∩ Yˆ is a non empty open
subset of Yˆ which is not dense. Therefore it suffices to prove the assertion
for quasi-rational α.
If α ∈ a+ is a quasi-rational point, i. e. α =
p
q
· γ ∈ a+ for some quasi-
integral element γ and some coprime integers p and q, it follows ¿from the
results given in the second part of the appendix that Yα = Φα(Y ×K ·[v
′
γ ]) is a
closed G-stable irreducible semialgebraic subset of P(Vα). Here γ
′ again is a
integral element in su over γ. Note that the projection of Φ
−1
α (SG(Mp)(Yα)∩
Yˆα) ⊂ Y × [vγ′ ] is just SG(Mp(α))(Y ) ∩ Yˆ where Yˆα = Φα(Yˆ × K · [vγ′ ]).
Therefore we can also restrict to the case α = 0.
We have Mp(Y ) 6= ∅ and SG(Mp)(Y ) = Y \(Y ∩ π(NG)) where NG :=
{v ∈ V | 0 ∈ G · v} is the null cone in V . Since the null cone is a real algebraic
subset of V (Lemma 7.1) and cl(Y ) is irreducible, the intersection π(NG) ∩
cl(Y ) is either cl(Y ) or a proper algebraic subset of lower dimension in cl(Y ).
Since dim Yˆ = dimY = dim cl(Y ) and Mp(Y ) 6= ∅ the set Yˆ ∩ π(NG) is
a proper semialgebraic subset of lower dimension in Yˆ . In particular, its
complement SG(Mp(Y ))∩ Yˆ is open and dense in Yˆ (see e. g. [BR] for basic
properties of semialgebraic sets).

We now prove the two corollaries 6.2 and 6.3 about complex flag mani-
folds. Note first that every complex flag manifold Z = UC/Q can be identi-
fied with an orbit U ·β where β is contained in the cone CQ := {λ ∈ su | λ =∑
cj ·αj , αj ∈ Π
′, cj ∈ R
+} where Π′ is the subset of the simple roots which
define Q. Using the notation of the second part of the appendix we have
the following
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Corollary 6.6. Let Z = UC/Q be a complex flag manifold and let Y be a
closed G-stable subset such that ϕβ(Y ) is an irreducible semialgebraic subset
of P(Γβ) for every integral β in the cone CQ. Then A+(Y ) is a convex
polytope for every G-gradient map µp : Z → p on Z.
Proof. Every momentum map on the complex flag manifold Z with respect
to the U -action is of the form µ : Z → u, x 7→ αx, where α is an element in
the cone CQ. By Theorem 6.1, the lemma holds if α is an integral element in
CQ. If α is a rational point, it can be written in the form α =
1
n
·β for some
integral element β in su and some n ∈ N. In particular, µp(Y ) =
1
n
· µ˜p(Y ),
where µ˜ is given by µ˜(x) = βx. This proves the rational case. Since the
rational points are dense in each cone CQ, we can construct a sequence
(αn)n∈N of rational points αn ∈ su such that Q−(αn) coincides with Q for
all n ∈ N and limn→∞ αn = α. This gives a sequence of momentum maps
(µ(n))n∈N such that the assertion holds for every element of this sequence.
This gives the corollary for the limit point µ. 
In particular, the above corollary can be applied to the complex flag
manifold Z itself and closures of G-orbits in Z which gives Corollary 6.2.
Proof of Corollary 6.3. Since ξ is the unique closest point to the origin
in A+(Z), a point x0 ∈ (µp)
−1(ξ) is a global minimum of ηp. Therefore,
the G-orbit through x0 is open and the K
C-orbit through x0 is closed and
coincides with the K-orbit through x0 (see [BL02] and [MUV92]). So we
need to show that all open G-orbits are contained in the set SG(Mp(ξ)).
By Proposition 6.5, we know that SG(Mp(ξ)) is open and dense in Z in
the integral case. This can be extended to the non integral case as in the
proof of Proposition 6.5. Consequently, the set SG(Mp(ξ)) contains all open
G-orbits and the closed KC-orbits in these open G-orbits are contained in
(µp)
−1(K · ξ). 
7. Appendix
7.1. Algebraicity of the null cone. In the proof of Proposition 6.5 we
use the algebraicity of the null cone NG = {v ∈ V | 0 ∈ G · v}. Here we give
a proof of this fact.
Lemma 7.1. The null cone NG is an algebraic subset of V .
Proof. Using the decomposition of G into its semisimple part Gs and its
center Z(G) (see [HSt05]) we first prove the algebraicity of the null cone
NGs with respect to Gs by using results of [B] and [RS]. All of them appear
as special cases in [HSch07].
Let GCs be the complexification of Gs and let V
C the corresponding com-
plexified representation space. Further let F1, ..., Fd be the generators of
the algebra C[V C]G
C
s of GCs -invariant polynomials on V
C. Then the map
F = (F1, .., Fd) : V
C → Cd, parameterizes the Zariski closed GCs -orbits in
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V C. Without loosing generality we can assume that Fj(0) = 0 for all gener-
ators Fj .
By a result of [B], for every v ∈ V the orbit GCs · v is Zariski closed in V
C
if Gs · v is closed in V . Therefore, for every closed orbit Gs · v, v 6= 0, there
exists a function Fj from the list of generators of the algebra C[V
C]G
C
s such
that 0 6= Fj |Gs·v. Since Gs is Zariski dense in G
C
s , we can assume that the
polynomials Fj are extensions of real polynomials f1, .., fd which generate
the algebra R[V ]Gs . In particular, we have 0 6= fj|Gs·v which shows that the
null cone is given as the real algebraic subset {v ∈ V | fj(v) = 0, j = 1, ..., d}
of V .
To prove the general case let Vj denote the weight spaces of Z(G) in
V . Since Gs and Z(G) commute, these subspaces are stable under Gs. In
particular, we have R[V ]Gs =
⊗
R[Vj]
Gs . Each factor R[Vj]
Gs has finitely
many generators which can be chosen to be homogeneous polynomials. Let
f : V → Rk be the polynomial map which is given by all these generators.
Then f is invariant with respect to Gs and equivariant with respect to Z(G).
Here the action of Z(G) on Rk is given by the action on each generator. The
corresponding null cone of Z(G) in Rk is a finite union of linear subspaces
Hj ⊂ R
k (see [HSch07] Corollary 15.5). Therefore, the preimage of this null
cone under f is an algebraic subset of V which we call N ′. We show that
the null cone NG coincides with this algebraic set N
′.
Let GU denote the maximal compact subgroup of G
C
s and let H be a GU -
invariant positive definite Hermitian form on V C such that the alternating
part vanishes on V . Such a form exists by [RS] and we get a momentum map
µGU : V
C → g∗U for the GU action on V
C. By construction, M˜p = M∩ V
where M := (µGU )
−1(0).
We have NG ⊂ N
′. For the opposite inclusion let v ∈ N ′. By definition,
there exists a sequence (gn)n∈N ⊂ Z(G) such that limn→∞ gn · f(v) = 0. For
every gn · f(v) ∈ R
k let αn be a point in a closed Gs-orbit in f
−1(gn · f(v)).
By [RS] every closed Gs-orbit intersects the set M˜p and we may choose
αn ∈ M˜p. Let F be the complex extension of f to V
C. The map f is a proper
map when restricted to M (see [RS]). This is also true for the restriction
of F to M˜p since M˜p = M∩ V . Consequently the sequence (αn)n∈N has
a convergent subsequence with limit point α ∈ M˜p. But f(α) = 0 which
implies α ∈ NGs and consequently v ∈ NG. 
7.2. Shifting with respect to quasi-rational points. Since there is in
general no symplectic embedding of the orbit U · β ⊂ iu into a projec-
tive space P(W ), equipped with the Fubini-Study metric coming from a
U -invariant Hermitian form on W , the set Y × G •β is in general not con-
tained in the class of examples we are considering in section 6 of this paper.
Therefore, we have to introduce a slight modification of the shifting proce-
dure.
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Given an integral element α′ ∈ su ⊂ s we get an associated character
χα′ : Q→ C
∗ on the parabolic subgroup and a UC-homogeneous line bundle
Lα = UC ×χα′ C = (U
C × C)/Q
over UC/Q. Let Γα′ := Γ(U
C/Q,Lα
′
) denote the space of holomorphic
sections of the line bundle Lα
′
and let Γ∗α′ denote its dual space. By the
theorem of Borel and Weil, the space Γα′ is an irreducible U
C-representation
space with highest weight α′ and it follows that the projective space P(Γ∗α′)
contains a unique complex U -orbit U · [vα′ ] with U · [vα′ ] ≃ U
C/Q. In
particular this gives an embedding of U · α′ into a projective space. For
detailed proofs see e. g. [Akh95] or [Huc01].
Now, let β ∈ a be a quasi-rational point and let α be the unique minimal
quasi-integral element in R+·β. Then β = p
q
·α for coprime natural numbers p
and q. Let α′ be an integral element in su with πia(α
′) = α. The momentum
map µP(Γ∗
−α′
) restricted to the orbit U · [v−α′ ] is given by µP(Γ∗
−α′
)([v]) =
µP(Γ∗
−α′
)(u · [v
′
α]) = −u · α
′ =: −α′[v]. Since β and α are related by the fixed
numbers p and q, we can define a unique embedding
Φβ : Y × U · α
′ →֒ P(V )× P(Γ∗−α′) →֒ P(V
⊗q ⊗ (Γ∗−α′)
⊗p) =: P(Vβ)
using the Segre embedding. Define Yβ := Φβ(Y × G •α
′). Since G •α′ is
a real algebraic set we may choose Yˆβ to be Φβ(Yˆ × G •α
′). We get a
K-equivariant map
µp,β : Yβ → p
∗, Φβ((y, ξ)) 7→ q · µp(y)− p · ξ
which we call the shifting of µp with respect to the quasi-rational point
β ∈ a. In particular, this is contained in the class of examples which we
consider in section 6.
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